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A recurring challenge in quantum science and technology is the precise control of their underlying
dynamics that lead to the desired quantum operations, often described by a set of quantum gates.
These gates can be subject to application-specific errors, leading to a dependence of their controls on
the chosen circuit, the quality measure and the gate-set itself. A natural solution would be to apply
quantum optimal control in an application-oriented fashion. In turn, this requires the definition of
a meaningful measure of the contextual gate-set performance. Therefore, we explore and compare
the applicability of quantum process tomography, linear inversion gate-set tomography, randomized
linear gate-set tomography, and randomized benchmarking as measures for closed-loop quantum
optimal control experiments, using a macroscopic ensemble of nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond
as a test-bed. Our work demonstrates the relative trade-offs between those measures and how to
significantly enhance the gate-set performance, leading to an improvement across all investigated
methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Be it quantum computing, information, communica-
tion or metrology, precise control over a quantum system
is a prerequisite for any successful application. To en-
sure robust results and the ability to run long quantum
circuits, a great effort is spent by, e.g., IBM and Google
on a periodic re-calibration of their quantum chips [1–6].
To this end a plethora of error correction and error sup-
pression schemes are developed to achieve fault tolerant
quantum computing [7–12]. Another example is quan-
tum sensing, where the measured signals can be biased
by quantum error correction [13] or distorted by faulty
gates that are not accounted for [14].

In general, the precision of the system often suffers un-
der, e.g., erroneous operations, wrongly populated states
or limited knowledge of the system. Moreover, these
errors must not necessarily accumulate linearly [15–17],
leading to a dependence of the optimal controls for spe-
cific operations on the chosen circuit and the correspond-
ing point of time within the selected circuit [2, 3]. Thus,
the quality of an operation has to be viewed within the
context of its application, rather than looking at isolated
individual gates; the focus should be shifted to their per-
formance with respect to the chosen circuit and the entire
gate-set. The ideal scenario would be to find a set of gates
that performs universally well, regardless of the planned
experiment. Since such a gate-set will heavily depend on
the chosen experimental system, Quantum Optimal Con-
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trol (QOC) [18–22] is well suited to tackle this complex
problem.

Several optimization algorithms [23–31] are available in
dedicated software packages such as our Quantum Opti-
mal Control Suite (QuOCS) [32] that allows for closed-
loop black-box optimization employing the dCRAB al-
gorithm [22, 27] via an interface to the lab software
Qudi [33]. Such closed-loop optimizations based on
measurements on the quantum system have been em-
ployed for gate optimization in superconducting qubits
via randomized benchmarking [34, 35], to optimize the
preparation and phase transitions of Bose-Einstein con-
densates [36, 37], enhance the macroscopic hyperpo-
larization in pentacene-doped naphthalene crystals [38]
and for autonomous calibration of single-qubit gates as
well as robust magnetometry of nitrogen-vacancy (N-
V ) centers in diamond [39, 40]. For N-V centers in
general, QOC has become a valuable tool for a wide
range of challenges [14, 21, 41–49]. Room-temperature
accessibility and control of their electronic spin state
makes N-V centers ideal sensors for magnetic and elec-
tric fields [50–53].

Ensembles of N-V centers have particularly become a
focus of attention, as these allow to drastically improve
the sensitivity [54–56], create spatially resolved images
of, e.g., local magnetic fields [57–59] and can even be
used to create new phases of matter [60, 61]. Due to
their macroscopic size, many individual N-V centers con-
tribute to the measurement, which ensures a very fast
signal acquisition but can also result in strong detuning
and large amplitude errors. These errors can negatively
influence gate performances especially at different time-
scales, as can be seen in Fig. 1 a). A macroscopic ensem-
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ble of N-V centers thus combines the effects of circuit-
and length-dependent errors, large state preparation and
measurement (SPAM) errors, a non-Markovian noise en-
vironment through coupling to other spins and a high
sensitivity to possible experimental drifts and distortions
of the control pulses, making it an ideal test-bed to in-
vestigate the applicability of QOC for these kinds of in-
homogeneous error mechanisms.

In order to find a universally well performing gate-set,
a good measure is required, that reflects the quality of
operations on the system in a holistic framework, be-
ing sensitive to the system dynamics on different time-
scales and reliably accessible via measurements. To this
end, we derive several measures of our gate-sets per-
formance based on classical Quantum Process Tomog-
raphy (QPT) [39, 62–64], Linear-inversion Gate-Set To-
mography (LGST) [65, 66] and Randomized Linear Gate-
Set Tomography (RLGST) [67] as well as Optimized
Randomized Benchmarking for Immediate Tune-up (OR-
BIT) [35]. We experimentally asses their applicability for
closed-loop optimizations in our test-bed and investigate
how they reflect the system dynamics. We proceed by
performing several optimization runs per method and
cross-evaluate the performance of the optimized gate-
set against all other methods as well as by Randomized
Benchmarking (RB) [68–70]. Large improvements of the
gate-set are observed in almost all optimization scenarios,
significantly outperforming the provided guess and even
outperforming the commonly used fastest possible rect-
angular shaped pulse. Moreover, we investigate how the
chosen circuit length influences our obtained results for
selected methods. Finally, we discuss the relative trade-
offs of the individual methods applied on these types of
systems and show how to best enhance the performance
of the selected gate-set to find a universally well perform-
ing set.

II. RESULTS

The experiments are performed with a CVD-grown di-
amond with a natural abundance (1.1 %) of 13C nuclei
and a 10 µm thick layer of N-V centers. The layer contains
an N-V concentration of roughly 1.5 ppm and is excited
by a 532 nm laser with a beam waist of ≈ 38 µm. We
apply a static magnetic field of 572 G to polarize the in-
herent nitrogen spin [71] and to create an effective qubit
between the |0⟩ and | − 1⟩ states. Gates are generated
by microwave pulses sent through a straight microwave
antenna made out of gold and placed on top of the dia-
mond.

II.1. The Figures of Merit

We choose the gate-set

G = {G0, G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6}
= {1,Xπ/2,−Xπ/2,Yπ/2,−Yπ/2,Xπ,Yπ}

(1)

for our experiments. Here, 1 is the identity and X and
Y are the rotations around the x- and y- axis, where the
rotation angle is given by the index. The gate-set is cho-
sen such that we can generate the full Clifford group [72]
needed for RB and ORBIT. We limit our optimizations
to G2 = −Xπ/2 to analyze how the change of an individ-
ual pulse affects the performance of our gate-set Eq. (1)
and to ensure that the optimization converges quickly.
Except for QPT, all methods evaluate the performance
of the entire gate-set, leading to the exact same measure-
ments as if we would optimize all gates at once. Thus we
do not expect a loss of generality of our results by limiting
ourselves to one optimized gate. The initial state is set
to |ρ⟩⟩ = |0⟩⟩ and the POVM to |E⟩⟩ = |0⟩⟩ for all of our
experiments. Note that operators and states are given in
Hilbert-Schmidt space to benefit from a simplified syntax
(see supplementary information [73]).

The performance of the gate-set is evaluated through
measures based on QPT [39, 62–64], LGST [65, 66], RL-
GST [67] and ORBIT [35]. Additionally, we consider an
adaption of LGST where we only take the targeted ex-
pectation values into account and label it G̃. The infor-
mation extracted from these schemes is condensed down
to a single real-valued number, called the Figure of Merit
(FoM). The derivation and exact formula of the FoMs for
each scheme can be found in the Methods section IV.1.
Note that the FoM is minimized in all experiments.

During the closed-loop QOC experiments, QuOCS
varies the Sx and Sy components of the microwave pulse
amplitudes. To check the feasibility of our FoM defini-
tion, we sweep the pulse amplitude by varying the ap-
plied microwave voltage at a constant length T = 30ns
for a rectangular pulse, effectively creating a gate G2

that either under- or over-rotates the spin instead of per-
forming a −Xπ/2 operation. We select a circuit length
of LR = 18 for RLGST, which corresponds to a cir-
cuit length of LO = 10 Cliffords for ORBIT and aver-
age over 300 circuits. The effect of this variation on the
FoMs is shown in Fig. 1 b)-e). All curves show a distinct
minimum from which the FoM increases upon deviation
from the ideal voltage within the context of the individ-
ual technique. The obtained results again highlight the
problem of circuit- and length-dependence of the optimal
control parameters of our system, as we observe different
minima, i.e. a different best amplitude, for all methods.

A second important property for a FoM is that it must
properly reflect the dynamics of the quantum system. To
check this, we compare two rectangular pulses of different
length. A short pulse with large amplitude is expected to
outperform a long pulse with small amplitude because of
its increased robustness against detuning errors as well
as a smaller decoherence due to the shorter duration. In
Fig. 1 f) the FoM of a 30 ns long rectangular pulse, which
we from now on label as the ”guess” pulse since it will be
later handed to QuOCS as the guess at the start of our
closed-loop QOC experiments, and the FoM of the short-
est possible rectangular pulse of ≈ 14 ns, labeled as ”ref-
erence” pulse, are shown. In both cases, the amplitude is
determined through a Rabi experiment to match the se-
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a)

f)

b)

d)

c)

e)

FIG. 1. Ensemble dynamics and FoM validity measurements. a) Rabi experiment with the N-V center ensemble, showing a
strong beating. The green areas highlight the time dependence of the Rabi frequency and the black background oscillation
visualizes the corresponding shift. b) Linear sweep of the guess pulse amplitude for QPT, c) LGST and G̃, d) RLGST and e)
ORBIT. The ordinate shows the absolute value of the mean FoM from 20 measurements and the uncertainty. The minimum of
the corresponding FoM is indicated by a grey line. f) Comparison of the FoM definitions for the guess (red) and reference pulse
(blue), normalized by FoMguess. Each data point shows the mean value of 20 measurements with the corresponding standard
deviation.

lected pulse length. The shortest pulse is constrained by
the maximal voltage that can be generated. Except for
LGST, all methods show the expected behaviour, that
the short reference pulse achieves a significantly lower
FoM than the guess pulse. While G̃ shows a smaller dif-
ference when compared with QPT, RLGST and ORBIT,
the observed difference is well above the margin of er-
ror. LGST indicates that the reference pulse performs
slightly worse than the guess pulse and it appears that
the method cannot be used for our macroscopic ensem-
ble as it does not capture the expected dynamics of our
effective spin correctly. Therefore, we drop LGST as a
measure for the cross-comparison of the optimized gate-
sets between the different methods but still explore how
it competes as a FoM for closed-loop optimizations.

II.2. Optimization Gain

When comparing different analysis methods with each
other, it is important to not only consider the absolute
change in their FoM but to compare the relative change
between two fixed reference points in order to correctly
interpret the measurement results. Therefore, we intro-
duce the so-called gain

Gain =
FoMopt − FoMguess

FoMref − FoMguess
(2)

which displays the achieved improvement of the FoMopt

in relation to the FoM of the reference and guess pulse. If
the gain exceeds 1, it outperforms the rectangular refer-
ence pulse with maximum amplitude and if it falls below
0, the analyzed pulse performs worse than the provided
guess pulse. The gain is a valuable quantity to ensure a
fair comparison between the different analysis methods,
regardless of their absolute value at any given point. If
the absolute value of the FoM would change over several
days due to thermal shifts or mechanical disturbances,
the calculated gain remains constant.

II.3. Optimization Workflow

The pulse shape of the microwave pulses

Ω (t) = ax(t) cos (ωt) + ay(t) sin (ωt) (3)

can be expressed by the time-dependent amplitudes ax (t)
and ay (t), which represent the Sx and Sy (x- and y- spin
operator) component of the corresponding gate. During
our closed-loop QOC experiments we vary those time-
dependent amplitudes according to the dCRAB algo-
rithm [21, 22, 27, 39] (see Methods section IV.3).
Fig. 2 describes the workflow of such a closed-loop op-

timization. First, we select an analysis method, e.g. RL-
GST, which defines how the measurement sequence looks
like and how the FoM is calculated. At the start of the
optimization QuOCS [32] hands Qudi the initial guess
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FIG. 2. Workflow of the closed-loop QOC experiments. First,
we select the analysis method, e.g. RLGST. Qudi then con-
structs the measurement sequence using the optimized pulse
shape provided by QuOCS. The sequence is uploaded to the
AWG to create the microwave signals. Finally, a green laser
pulse is used to read out the N-V centers and the red fluores-
cence light is collected to calculate the corresponding FoM.
The FoM is send to QuOCS which in return computes a new
pulse shape and the cycle repeats.

pulse. The pulse is incorporated in the measurement se-
quence constructed by Qudi [33], our experimental con-
trol and data processing software. The full measurement
sequence is uploaded via Qudi to the arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG) (Keysight M8195A) which generates
the analog waveform and all required digital trigger sig-
nals. The analog waveform signal is sent through a 30 W
amplifier (AR-30S1G6) at 80% gain and then through a
straight gold microwave structure on the diamond’s sur-
face. The N-V centers are initialized and read out via
a 532 nm green laser (Novanta Photonics gem 532) and
their red fluorescence light is collected by a silicon photo-
multiplier (Ketek PE3315-WB-TIA-SP). We use a digi-
tizer (Spectrum Instrumentation M4i.4420-x8) to record
the fluorescence signal which in turn is analyzed and eval-
uated by Qudi to obtain the N-V centers’ spin state pop-
ulation. Once finished, Qudi calculates the FoM accord-
ing to the selected analysis method, while treating the
N-V ensemble as one effective qubit. The FoM is handed
to QuOCS which in turn calculates a new pulse shape
and the whole cycle repeats.
Following the closed-loop QOC experiment, the opti-
mized pulse is benchmarked via all evaluation methods
as well as a complete RB experiment.

II.4. Cross-Comparison

Each optimization setting is repeated five times to
investigate the stability and reproducibility of the op-
timization. The cross-evaluation of each experiment is
shown in Fig. 3 where a) displays an overview of all ob-

tained gain values after optimization. Each column rep-
resents the method used for the FoM calculation during
the closed-loop QOC experiment, each row represents the
evaluation method and the height of the bars corresponds
to the achieved gain, Eq. (2). For the evaluation with
randomized benchmarking we use the extracted average
error rate [69, 70] instead of a FoM to calculate the corre-
sponding gain. For a better comparison, we also show the
average gain over all five optimizations for each method
with the corresponding standard deviation in Fig. 3 b).
In Fig. 3 c) we show the gains of the pulse that performs
best upon evaluation with its own optimization method
for each of the five runs.

II.5. Optimization with QPT

For QPT, we observe a homogeneous gain progression
across the whole column, i.e. for all evaluation meth-
ods. Evaluated with QPT, the achieved gain is on the
same level as when evaluated by RLGST and RB. The
first optimization run did not find a very good solution,
which can happen because of the limited settings for the
optimizer and can safely be marked as an outlier. Note,
however, that this outlier leads to a large variance of the
average values in Fig. 3 b).

II.6. Optimization with G̃

Optimizing the pulse shape with G̃ leads to an out-
standing improvement of the optimized pulse over the
reference pulse when being evaluated with G̃ itself, result-
ing in an average gain of 1.34 and the highest achieved
value of all measurements of 1.63. However, the large
improvement in the gain compared to the reference pulse
is not retained for the other evaluation methods. We
obtain low performances for QPT and RLGST but high
gain values if evaluated with ORBIT and RB. Despite
their similarities, a large improvement in ORBIT must
not translate to a large improvement in RLGST and vice
versa at the selected circuit length. Especially for the
evaluation with RLGST, while still showing an improve-
ment, the optimization with G̃ shows the lowest overall
achieved gain for all optimization methods. The same
applies to the evaluation with QPT together with the
LGST-optimized pulses. While the measurements for G̃
and QPT consist of combinations of three gates and are
therefore sensitive to errors on the same time-scale, G̃
evaluates the performance of the full gate-set and QPT
only the one of G2. G̃ tries to maximize the overlap
of predefined expectation values according to Eq. (10).
Thus, FoMG̃ adjusts the pulse shape of G2 during the
optimization so that it is optimized for these expectation
values and compensates for the errors of the other pulses
in the gate-set, Eq. (1). While this leads to an overall
improvement of the gate-set’s performance, the fidelity
of G2 alone is not maximized, leading to a reduced gain
in QPT.
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a) b)

c)

FIG. 3. Cross-comparison of the closed-loop QOC experiments. a) The x-axis shows the method selected to calculate the
FoM during an optimization. We perform five optimization runs per method, represented by five bars, whose color denotes
the optimization method. Their height corresponds to the achieved gain for the chosen evaluation method displayed in the
y-axis and is is the average of 20 individual measurements. b) Average gain of the five optimizations per method together
with the standard deviation. The abscissa corresponds to the method selected for the FoM calculation during the optimization
and the ordinate to the chosen evaluation method to calculate the gain. c) The best performing pulse, when evaluated by
its optimization method, is re-measured for all other evaluation methods. The error corresponds to the uncertainty of 20
measurements.

II.7. Optimization with LGST

Next, we analyze the optimizations with LGST via
FoMLGST defined by Eq. (9). As expected, we observe the
lowest gain for all evaluation methods across all optimiza-
tion methods. Still, we always observe a positive gain,
i.e., QuOCS is able to improve the gate-set’s performance
by varying the pulse shape of G2. A major problem for
optimization with LGST is that it is not able to differen-
tiate between the reference and guess pulse as shown in
Fig. 1 f) and might therefore also misinterpret good QOC
pulses. Additionally, small variations in the pulse shape
and measurement errors can lead to an enormous change
of the FoM due to the calculation of the estimates via
the Gram matrix in Eq. (8). The inversion of a matrix
filled with measured, and therefore noisy, values as well as
constantly changing entries due to the variations during
the dCRAB search, is propagating and amplifying small
changes through the whole derivation [74]. This results
in a strongly fluctuating FoM during the optimization
(see supplementary information [73]). QuOCS can deal
with such experimental downsides but it still influences
the search for an optimal solution negatively.

II.8. Optimization with RLGST

Optimizing the pulse shape via RLGST shows a large
average gain for all methods. We are able to find an op-
timized gate-set that reaches gains exceeding a value of 1
for almost all evaluation methods, as shown by Fig. 3 c).
The average value of 0.75 in Fig. 3 b) and the highest
value with 1.13 in Fig. 3 c) when being evaluated with
QPT even exceeds the QPT optimization itself. There-

fore, not only the individual gate performance greatly
increases, but also that of the entire gate-set, which is
reflected by the high gain at different time-scales for OR-
BIT and G̃. Nevertheless, QPT and G̃ show a large vari-
ance in the obtained gain relative to the mean value,
as RLGST considers the performance for longer circuits.
Thus, not every optimized pulse shape must necessarily
work equally well for a small number of applied pulses.

II.9. Optimization with ORBIT

The optimization with ORBIT shows a large improve-
ment for all evaluation methods. If we take the average
over all evaluation methods, ORBIT provides the best
performance. Through an optimization with ORBIT, we
find gate-sets that perform universally well, regardless of
the used evaluation method. For RLGST and G̃ we ob-
serve large improvements of the gain, reaching and even
surpassing the performance of the reference pulse. The
method also shows the highest average gain of all meth-
ods when evaluated with RB, which is only just below
the reference pulse. Upon evaluation with QPT the op-
timized pulses on average outperform the ones achieved
when being optimized via QPT itself. We observe a large
variance between the different optimizations for QPT
evaluation, while all other methods exhibit a small vari-
ance relative to their mean value. Like for the optimiza-
tion with RLGST, this can be explained by the fact that
ORBIT optimizes the full gate-set’s performance while
QPT evaluates the single pulse G2. Thus, the perfor-
mance of an individual gate must not be maximized.
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a)

b)

FIG. 4. Dependence of the FoMs on the circuit length. Lin-
ear sweep of the guess pulse amplitude for different circuit
lengths L for a) RLGST and b) ORBIT. The y-axis denotes
the achieved FoM. Each data point represents the mean value
of 20 measurements with the corresponding uncertainty and
the chosen circuit length is visualized by the different colors.

II.10. Circuit length dependence

The methods RLGST and ORBIT allow to easily probe
how the system’s dynamics at different time-scales affect
the FoM by varying the selected circuit length. For this
reason, we first examine how our defined FoMs for RL-
GST and ORBIT are affected by a linear change of the
pulse amplitude for different L. The circuit length dif-
fers for the two methods: for RLGST it indicates the
number of applied gates from the gate-set Eq. (1), while
for ORBIT it stands for the number of applied Clifford
gates. On average, one Clifford gate consists of ≈ 1.8
gates from our gate-set Eq. (1) and thus we choose the
gate-string length of RLGST to match the average num-
ber of gates in ORBIT. Again we average over 300 ran-
dom gate-strings per method. The measurement results
are shown in Fig. 4 a) for RLGST and in Fig. 4 b) for
ORBIT. We observe a shift of the minimum FoM, i.e. the
best performing pulse amplitude, to larger amplitudes for
increasing circuit length for both methods. This corre-
lation can be explained by the strong beating observed
in the Rabi experiment in Fig. 1 a). Hopping from peak
to peak of the Rabi oscillation is analogous to the ap-
plication of a series of π-pulses on the system. If the
π-pulse has a fixed pulse length, the amplitude of the
pulse must be increased for subsequent applications to
compensate for the shift in the Rabi frequency caused by
the beating. Thus, to find the best performing pulse for
increasing number of repeated applications, a.k.a. L, the
amplitude, in the form of a voltage in our case, needs to
be adjusted upwards.

For ORBIT, the FoM gets worse (increases) with in-
creasing circuit length as errors accumulate. This is ex-
pected as ORBIT evaluates the gate-set’s performance
at a fixed circuit length of the full RB curve, which ex-
hibits an exponential decay with L. Therefore, increas-
ing L samples the RB curve at a point of lower survival
probability corresponding to a higher FoM per our def-
inition. For RLGST we observe the exact opposite be-
haviour, where an increased circuit length leads to a lower
FoM. The FoM of RLGST in Eq. (14) in the Methods is
based on the estimated error matrices for the initial state,
POVM and the full gate-set, which are only accurate
within the linear assumption [67]. Beyond this regime,
the prediction error diverges [67] and the FoM decreases
as the error matrices are under-estimated. Nonetheless,
the argument of suitability of the FoM for our closed-loop
QOC experiments holds due to the distinct minimum and
the irrelevance of its absolute value as long as it guides
the optimizer to a better solution. Importantly, both
FoMs agree on the optimal amplitude for comparable L
(minima of the curves with the same color code).

II.11. Optimizations with varying circuit length

Next, we investigate how a change of the circuit length
affects the optimization result. We therefore repeat the
optimizations for RLGST and ORBIT once for different
circuit lengths L. The results are shown in Fig. 5 a)
for RLGST and Fig. 5 c) for ORBIT. We again choose
the circuit length of RLGST such that it matches the
average number of Clifford gates of ORBIT. For better
readability we only display the average number of gates
for ORBIT in Fig. 5 c). The abscissa shows the chosen
evaluation method, e.g. RLGST with a circuit length of
Leval = 18, the ordinate shows the achieved gain. The
four bars per evaluation method represent the individual
optimizations for a chosen circuit length. We omit the
evaluation with Leval = 5 for RLGST as the difference
between the reference pulse and the guess pulse is within
our measurement error and we are therefore not able to
calculate the corresponding gain. Since we only perform
one optimization per method and Lopt, we cannot ex-
clude the possibility that some optimizations under- or
over-performed due to the probabilistic nature of the op-
timization (caused by the measurement noise and the
optimization algorithm). However, because of the small
variance between different runs in Fig. 3, no significant
change between repeated optimizations for the same Lopt

is expected.

For both optimization methods the overall achieved
gain evaluated by ORBIT increases with increasing gate-
string length Leval. As the guess pulse is significantly
longer than the reference pulse, the difference in their
FoMs increases with the circuit length due to, inter alia,
decoherence. This increases the distance between the
FoMs of the reference and guess pulse. If the optimized
pulse can compensate for this decoherence we observe an
overall higher gain with increasing Leval for the evalua-
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QPT RLGST RLGST RLGST

ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT RB

Evaluation Method and 

QPT RLGST RLGST RLGST

ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT RB

Evaluation Method and 

a) b)

c) d)

Optimized with RLGST

Optimized with ORBIT

Optimized with RLGST

Optimized with RLGST

Optimized with ORBIT

Optimized with ORBIT

FIG. 5. Influence of the circuit length on the optimization results. a) Optimization runs with RLGST for four different circuit
lengths L = 5, 9, 18, 27, represented by the four bars. The ordinate shows the gain achieved per optimization for the different
evaluation methods displayed in the abscissa as an average of 20 measurements and the error bars denote the corresponding
uncertainty. Leval indicates the selected circuit length for the evaluation with RLGST and ORBIT. b) Correlation matrix
of the RLGST optimizations. The color-scale denotes the correlation between the different methods, i.e. if we observe the
same dependence of the achieved gain on the circuit length. c) Gain of the optimization runs for different circuit lengths with
ORBIT. d) Correlation matrix of the ORBIT optimizations.

tion with ORBIT.

Fig. 5 b) and d) show the correlation matrices for the
optimizations with different circuit lengths presented in
Fig. 5 a) and c) for RLGST and ORBIT, respectively.
The correlation, described in the Methods IV.2, looks
at the behavior between the gains of different optimized
pulses and compares it to other evaluation methods. E.g.,
if we observe that an increase of the circuit length leads
to an increase of the gain when evaluated with ORBIT
at L = 27, a high correlation with RB tells us that the
method shows the same tendency.

When optimizing the gate-set via RLGST, we observe

a high correlation between all evaluation methods except
for the evaluation with RLGST at Leval = 9, as shown by
the correlation matrix in Fig. 5 b). An increase of the cir-
cuit length Lopt leads to an increase of the achieved gain.
At large Lopt, small gate errors accumulate and cause a
stronger change of the FoM, leading to a more precise
and overall better optimization. This is also reflected by
the absolute value of the gain, which for large Lopt al-

most always exceeds 1, when evaluated with RLGST, G̃
and QPT. For RLGST at Leval = 9 the gain even ex-
ceeds a value of 2, when optimized with the same circuit
length. As the evaluation at this circuit length poorly
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correlates with all other evaluations, it can be assumed
that the system exhibits certain dynamics exclusive to
this time-scale and chosen measure.

The optimization with ORBIT at different circuit
lengths shows again a high correlation between QPT, RB
and the different ORBIT evaluations. The correlation
matrix for ORBIT is shown in Fig. 5 d). When evaluat-
ing the pulse with RLGST, we observe an increase of the
correlation with ORBIT and RB for increasing Leval. For
Leval = 27, the observed dependence of the gain on the
circuit length correlates very well with that of ORBIT. At
large circuit lengths, the FoM’s of RLGST and ORBIT
are dominated by the same dynamics and thus converge
to similar solutions, i.e. similar performing gate-sets. We
observe again, that an increase of Lopt leads to a higher
gain. Through the high correlation between the meth-
ods we can conclude that the optimization with ORBIT
at Lopt = 27 significantly under-performed and a higher
gain is expected for repeated optimizations. Although
showing high gains significantly exceeding 1, the evalua-
tion with G̃ shows the smallest correlation with the other
methods. Different circuit lengths during the optimiza-
tion with ORBIT have thus no significant effect on the
gain observed in G̃.

III. DISCUSSION

Based on our detailed investigation, we can now discuss
to what extent the individual methods are suitable for
closed-loop optimizations with spin ensembles treated as
one effective qubit or with qubits in general. We would
like to emphasize that all methods have evidently been
able to improve the performance of our gate-set.

Out of all investigated methods LGST achieves the
lowest gains. Measurement errors dominate the provided
estimates and therefore the calculated FoMs. As a re-
sult, the optimizer sees no clear change for pulses that
perform differently well, leading to an overall low opti-
mization gain. If the FoM is calculated using solely the
expectation values of LGST, i.e. G̃, significantly larger
gains can be achieved. Since optimizations via G̃ maxi-
mize the overlap of the predefined expectation values to
their target and allow to simply add additional gates to
the gate-set, the method is particularly suitable if the
gate-set is to be optimized for specific applications of the
gates to arbitrary basis states. The method is heavily
biased towards optimizing for its specific measurement
sequence and the associated average circuit length. This
leads to a high gain when evaluated by the G̃ FoM itself
but must not perform equally well when evaluated by
other methods and on different time-scales or with other
circuits.

QPT, unlike all the other methods, does not take
SPAM errors into account. For larger SPAM errors, the
correlation to other methods is expected to diminish as
does its utility. Such is the case for our system, where
an optimization based on QPT never beats the gate-set
with the reference pulse. The optimization process is

furthermore limited to one single gate at a time. While
the optimization of an entire gate-set might be possible
through iterative optimizations, the other methods offer
a much better and clearer approach. Despite this, our
FoM based on QPT is able to optimize the gate-set such
that it shows improvements compared to the guess pulse
for all investigated methods. Among all methods, QPT
requires the fewest measurements, which can be benefi-
cial when working with systems with low signal-to-noise
ratio.

The overall best results are achieved by ORBIT. Not
only does ORBIT show universally high gains across all
methods, but the optimized gate-sets also outperform
those of other optimization methods when evaluated with
their own FoM, regardless of their time-scale. This means
that the ORBIT-optimized pulse drastically increases the
performance of the entire gate-set and can simultaneously
improve the single-gate fidelity of the selected gate. As
shown in the previous section, long gate-string lengths
are recommended for the optimization as errors accu-
mulate, leading to larger changes in the defined FoM
and therefore a more precise optimization. Too large L
are not favourable, though, since information gets lost in
noise and accumulated errors. When increasing the cir-
cuit length, we expect to find a sweet spot for the opti-
mization where such dynamics are captured and weighed
optimally. In our case we are limited by the fluence (see
supplementary information [73]) and therefore heating
induced by long circuits.

One downside of ORBIT is that randomized bench-
marking usually requires the use of Clifford gates which
are generated by the over-full gate-set, Eq. (1). Addi-
tional gates that are to be optimized cannot simply be
appended to the gate-set but need to be interleaved into
the Clifford gates if possible.

This problem can largely be circumvented by the op-
timization via RLGST. Additional gates can simply be
added to the gate-set. Optimizations via RLGST achieve
similar high gains to ORBIT across all methods, i.e.
are able to create a universally well-performing gate-set.
Analogous to ORBIT, large circuit lengths are preferred
when working with RLGST. At large circuit lengths, RL-
GST evaluates the system dynamics similar to ORBIT
making the method ideal when working with a overfull
gate-set as in our case. We show that the method can be
used far beyond its intended linear (small error) working
regime [67] to define a suitable FoM for closed-loop ex-
periments. Moreover, while not directly investigated in
our work, the method also allows to work with an incom-
plete gate-set [67], which can be of use for experimental
systems with limited control. In addition, the method
provides estimates of the gate-set and states which can
be accessed during the optimization to obtain deeper in-
sights into the system dynamics [75].

In conclusion, through the definition of our FoMs based
on RLGST and ORBIT we are able to create a gate-set
which performs universally well across all investigated
evaluation methods, regardless of their time-scale. We
provide a detailed comparison of several gate and gate-
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set analysis methods and how these can be applied in a
closed-loop QOC experiment, tested with a macroscopic
ensemble of N-V centers. Since the occurring types of
error are not exclusive to our system but exist in a wide
variety of systems, our work can act as a useful handbook
for experimentalists trying to overcome similar problems
via QOC. The methods and the corresponding FoMs that
work well for our system are expected to perform similar
for other systems with comparable dynamics [59, 76–78]
and will also be applicable to systems with significantly
smaller errors [79–81].

IV. METHODS

IV.1. Definitions of the Figures of Merit

In addition to our gate-set Eq. (1), we define the
SPAM-set to be

F = {F0, F1, F2, F3}
= {G0, G1, G3, G5} .

(4)

Starting with QPT, we measure the expectation values

pij = ⟨⟨E|FiG2Fj |ρ⟩⟩ (5)

for Fi,j ∈ F to evaluate the performance of G2 along
all axes and reconstruct the final states |0⟩, | − 1⟩,
|+⟩ = 1/

√
2 (|0⟩+ | − 1⟩) and |−⟩ = 1/

√
2 (|0⟩+ i| − 1⟩)

after application of the gate. Finally, we calculate the
process matrix χ according to [39, 82], which defines the
full linear map of our gate G2. The FoM is then defined
as the Frobenius norm of the distance between the mea-
sured and the target process matrix χT for the perfect
gate:

FoMQPT =

√
tr
(
(χ− χT)

†
(χ− χT)

)
. (6)

In contrast to QPT, quantum gate-set tomography [66,
83] takes SPAM errors directly into account by measuring
the expectation values of Eq. (5) for all Gk ∈ G:

pijk = ⟨⟨E|FiGkFj |ρ⟩⟩
=

(
G̃k

)
ij
.

(7)

Following Refs. [65, 66], assuming a perfect idle gate 1
leads to the estimates

Ĝk = G̃−1
0 G̃k,

|ρ̂⟩⟩ = G̃−1
0 |ρ̃⟩⟩

|Ê⟩⟩ = |Ẽ⟩⟩ .
(8)

using the inverse Gram matrix G̃−1
0 to redistribute

the errors to all other gates. As the expectation val-
ues (7) are gauge invariant, the estimates (8) need to
be gauge-corrected. Following the derivations provided
in Refs. [65, 66], we then obtain the gauge-transformed

LGST estimates Ĝ∗
k, |ρ̂∗⟩⟩ and |Ê∗⟩⟩. Usually, a max-

imum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used next to find
the closest physically correct version of the obtained es-
timates, i.e., a Ĝ∗

k that corresponds to a CPTP map.
However, such an MLE is computationally demanding,
making it unsuitable for our closed-loop QOC experi-
ments. We therefore use the estimates provided by LGST
to evaluate the performance of our gates Gk through the
difference to their target Tk:

FoMLGST =

√√√√
K+1∑

k=1

tr

((
Ĝ∗

k − Tk

)† (
Ĝ∗

k − Tk

))
(9)

with Ĝ∗
K+1 ≡ |ρ̂∗⟩⟩⟨⟨Ê∗|. We sum up the squared norms

for each gate difference similar to the sum of squared
residuals in the least-squares method [84]. Additionally,
we define another FoM

FoMG̃ =

√√√√
K∑

k=1

tr

((
G̃k − T̃k

)† (
G̃k − T̃k

))
, (10)

based on the matrices G̃k of Eq. (7) filled with the mea-
sured expectation values and their difference to the cor-
responding target values T̃k. While not providing an es-
timate, these expectation values are gauge invariant by
definition.
Another method which takes SPAM errors into ac-

count is randomized benchmarking [68–70]. Randomized
benchmarking uses Clifford gates, which are composed
of gates from our gate-set Eq. (1) [72], to create mul-
tiple random circuits of length L, where the final gate
flips the spin back to its initial state. The average re-
covered population, the so-called survival probability ps,
decays exponentially with the number of applied Clif-
ford gates [69] and the average error per gate can be ex-
tracted from the decay parameter. ORBIT then allows
to optimize the fidelity of the applied gates by increas-
ing the survival probability at an arbitrary gate-string
length Lopt [35]. Therefore, we define the corresponding
FoM for our closed-loop QOC experiments with ORBIT
by

FoMORBIT = 1− ps(Lopt) . (11)

RLGST [67] combines the idea of gate-set tomogra-
phy and randomized circuits to obtain an estimate of
the gate-set with little computational overhead within a
linear approximation. We start by measuring the expec-
tation values

pi = ⟨⟨E|Ci|ρ⟩⟩ (12)

for N randomly chosen circuits Ci of length L with i =
1...N . Following the calculations provided in Ref. [67],
the expectation values of Eq. (12) are then used to obtain
an estimate for the error matrices ej , which describe how
the measurement deviates from the expected target:

Ĝk = (1+ ek) · Tk,

|ρ̂⟩⟩ = (1+ eρ) · |ρT ⟩⟩,
|Ê⟩⟩ = (1+ eE) · |ET ⟩⟩ .

(13)
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Since we only vary a single gate during our optimizations,
we expect to be reasonably close to the actual gauge for
the estimates and defining the FoM for RLGST equiva-
lent to Eq. (9) we obtain

FoMRLGST =

√∑

j

tr
(
e†jej

)
. (14)

IV.2. Correlation Matrix

The correlation matrices are calculated according to
Ref. [85] via

M =




1 r12 r13 . . . r1p
r21 1 r23 . . . r2p
r31 r32 1 . . . r3p
...

...
...

. . .
...

rp1 rp2 rp3 . . . 1




(15)

with the correlation coefficient

rjk =

∑n
i=1 (xij − x̄j) (xik − x̄k)√∑n

i=1 (xij − x̄j)
2
√∑n

i=1 (xik − x̄k)
2

(16)

where the bar indicates the average over the indexed
column of the data matrix

X =




x11 x12 . . . x1p

x21 x22 . . . x2p

...
...

. . .
...

xn1 xn2 . . . xnp


 . (17)

The rows (n) of X are the four optimizations with
varying L, i.e. the four pulses that are compared, and
the columns (p) describe the different evaluation methods
used.

IV.3. dCRAB Settings

The dCRAB method expands updates to the ampli-
tudes in a randomly selected sub-set of functions sampled
from a “chopped” basis. The frequencies for the update
pulses are randomly selected from the interval

[
0, 2π·n

T

]

where we choose n = 4 as the maximum allowed number
of oscillations of the pulse envelope over the course of the
pulse duration T . Several super-iterations with newly
randomized basis vectors restart the search process by
adding new search directions to avoid getting trapped in
local minima. In our case we perform 3 super-iterations.
We use the Nelder-Mead search method for the expan-
sion parameters and select two basis vectors per pulse per
super-iteration for the basis expansion. In this way, the
search parameters for the optimization can be kept to a
minimum, to ensure a quick convergence. If a potential
improvement of the FoM does not exceed the measure-
ment error, QuOCS will re-evaluate the evaluation step

LaserRabi
t

Analysis Method, 
e.g. RLGST

Determine the
decoherence level

Perform the 
actual measurement

Measure the
ms = 0 level

FIG. 6. The measurement sequence for any experiment con-
sists of three parts: a Rabi measurement to determine the de-
coherence level, a measurement of the |0⟩⟩ fluorescence level
and the actual measurement sequence, e.g. RLGST, which
is then converted to expectation values by the previously ob-
tained fluorescence levels.

up to three times to ensure an accurate interpretation of
the parameter landscape [32]. We determine the stan-
dard deviation by measuring the FoM for the guess pulse
100 times. A super-iteration stops, if the improvement of
the FoM within the last 200 evaluation steps does not ex-
ceed the standard deviation. To account for experimental
drifts in the FoM, the current best pulse is re-measured
every 30 minutes.

IV.4. Data Normalization and Measurement
Sequence

For any performed experiment, the measurement se-
quence consists of three parts which are measured simul-
taneously, as depicted in Fig. 6. We start with a Rabi
measurement at maximum amplitude for 600 ns to deter-
mine the decoherence level of our system and afterwards
measure a series of 20 laser pulses to obtain the fluo-
rescence level of the |0⟩⟩ state. Those levels are used
to convert the fluorescence signal of the selected analy-
sis method, to expectation values. Possible changes of
the measurement contrast, through e.g. laser power fluc-
tuations, are thus taken into account by adjusting the
measured expectation values such that 0 and 1 still cor-
respond to the minimum and maximum achievable fluo-
rescence.

V. DATA AVAILABILITY

The data presented in this study is available from the
corresponding authors on reasonable request.
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I. HILBERT-SCHMIDT SPACE

To simplify the notation throughout our manuscript we express our states and operations in the so-called Hilbert-
Schmidt (HS) space [1, 2].

For this, we normalize the Pauli matrices by their dimension Pi → Pi/
√
d where d = 2 and choose them as our basis

Pk ∈
{

1√
2
,
σx√
2
,
σy√
2
,
σz√
2

}
. (1)

Density matrices are then written as d2 vectors identified by double bra or ket brackets

|ρ⟩⟩ =
∑

k

|Pk⟩⟩⟨⟨Pk|ρ⟩⟩ =
∑

k

|Pk⟩⟩ tr{P †
kρ}, (2)

whereas the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product is given by

⟨⟨α|β⟩⟩ = tr{α†β} . (3)

Operators describing linear maps can be written in the HS space as d2 × d2 operators

OΛ =
∑

jk

|Pj⟩⟩⟨⟨Pj |ÔΛ|Pk⟩⟩⟨⟨Pk| (4)
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FIG. 1. Fluence of the optimized pulses. We perform five optimization runs per method shown in the x-axis. The fluence of
the final optimized pulse is shown by the height of the individual bars. The black dashed line corresponds to the fluence of the
guess pulse and the magenta one to the fluence of the reference pulse.

with ⟨⟨Pj |ÔΛ|Pk⟩⟩ = tr{PjΛ (Pk)}. In our case, the linear map is simply given by the corresponding unitary pulse
gate, Λ (Pk) = UPkU

†.
A measurement of a POVM ⟨⟨E| of the action of the gate G on the initial state |ρ⟩⟩ is then given by

pG = ⟨⟨E|G|ρ⟩⟩. (5)

II. FLUENCE

To better understand why certain methods achieve significantly higher and consistent gains than others, we calculate
the fluence of our optimized pulses. The fluence is given by

Γ =

∫ tp

0

(
a2x (t) + a2y (t)

)
dt, (6)

with the time-dependent amplitudes a2x (t) and a2y (t) of Eq. (3) from the main text and the pulse length tp. While
we ensure that at no point any pulse can have an amplitude larger then the reference pulse, the optimized pulse can
achieve a higher fluence due to its longer pulse length.
The results for each optimization are shown in Fig. 1, where the height of the bars denote the fluence of the cor-
responding optimized pulse. For RLGST and ORBIT we observe on average a slightly higher fluence than for the
reference pulse, while the fluence of all other methods is located between the one of the reference and the guess pulse.
To achieve their enhanced robustness for any investigated method, RLGST and ORBIT thus require a significantly
higher fluence than the other methods. The increased fluence seems to be a perquisite for the gate-set’s successful
application at long time-scales, which is in line with the observations in the main text.
The optimized pulses of G̃ show a much smaller fluence compared to the reference pulse. Yet, the method shows
a significantly higher gain than the reference pulse when evaluated by itself. This makes the method particularly
suitable if heating imposes an experimental limitation and the gate-set is to be optimized for specific applications of
the gates to arbitrary basis states.

III. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION

Typically, the estimates provided by LGST are used as starting points for a maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE)
to obtain real, physical estimates of the applied gates and states. For such an MLE we take the expectation values
pijk (see Eq. (7) in the main text) measured with LGST and minimize

∑

ijk

(
pijk −

∑

mnrstu

(χFi)tu (χGk
)rs

(
χFj

)
mn

tr{EPtPrPmρPnPsPu}
)

(7)
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FIG. 2. Evaluation of the different optimization runs through MLE. The abscissa shows the chosen optimization method, the
ordinate the achieved gain.

constrained by

∑

mn

(χG)mn tr (PmPrPn)− δ0r = 0 , ∀ G ∈ G

tr{ρ} = 1 ,

1− E ≽ 0

(8)

according to Ref. [2]. The process matrix χG describes the action of a gate on a given density matrix by

Λ(ρ) =

d2∑

i,j=1

(χG)ij PiρPj (9)

with the Pauli operators Pi, Pj . Performing the MLE for 20 repeated measurements of a fixed set of pulses results
in a variance of about 1% for the obtained process matrix fidelities. From the LGST estimates of the gates one can
calculate estimates for the process matrices, which are then used as a starting point for the minimization. We perform
the MLE for the five optimization runs per method. The process matrices resulting from the MLE are compared
to the target process matrices to determine their fidelity. Using the sum of the individual fidelities to calculate the
optimization gain according to Eq. (2) in the main text leads to the results shown in Fig. 2. We observe a huge
variance between different optimization runs for one method, as well as extremely large and small gain values. If
we use the target process matrices as a starting point for the minimization such that the LGST estimates do not
negatively influence the minimization, we obtain a similar result. This is in stark contrast to all other evaluation
methods and is reminiscent of the results from the evaluation with LGST. The measurement errors of our experiment
seem to strongly influence the MLE and do not allow us to to clearly distinguish between the gate-set of the guess,
reference and optimized pulse. For this reason, the MLE is omitted as evaluation method.

IV. RANDOMIZED BENCHMARKING EXPERIMENTS

We additionally use randomized benchmarking (RB) [3–5] to evaluate our optimized gate-sets performance. An
exemplary measurement is shown in Fig. 3, where the gate-set was optimized using ORBIT. Heating limits us to a
maximum circuit length of 18 Cliffords and we average over 300 randomized circuits for each circuit length. The
survival probability ps (m) is fitted with

ps (m) = A · qm +B, (10)

wherem corresponds to the number of Cliffords. Due to our normalization, all SPAM errors are absorbed by A, leading
to B = 0.5 by definition. The parameter q is used to calculate the average error per Clifford according to Ref. [4, 5].
For the shown example we obtain an average error rate per Clifford of r = 0.0258± 0.0007 with A = 0.430± 0.008.
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FIG. 3. Randomized benchmarking experiment for an optimized gate-set. The abscissa shows the number of applied Clifford
gates m and the ordinate shows the corresponding survival probability ps (m). The data is fitted using a single exponential
decay illustrated by the red line.

V. OPTIMIZATION METRICS

Tab. I shows the average number of evaluation steps of our optimizations for the selected method. RLGST and
ORBIT require notably more evaluation steps than an optimization with QPT, G̃ or LGST. The parameter landscape
of those two methods must thus be significantly more complex, requiring more evaluation steps until the optimizer
converges according to the set stopping criteria.
In addition, the average duration of one evaluation step for ORBIT and RLGST is also significantly longer than for the
other methods. To obtain the corresponding FoM of the two methods, we average over 300 circuits, i.e. we perform
a measurement sequence which contains 236 more measurements than e.g. for G̃. These additional measurements
increase the overall length of the measurement sequence, leading to a longer uploading time to the AWG and thus to
a longer mean evaluation step duration.

TABLE I. Optimization Metrics. The average number of evaluation steps, their average duration and the average total
optimization time per method is displayed together with the corresponding uncertainty.

method mean number of evaluation steps mean evaluation step duration (s) mean optimization duration (h)

QPT 872± 26 40.524± 0.028 10.3± 0.4

G̃ 880± 80 46.74± 0.17 14.1± 1.8

LGST 723± 9 47.25± 0.16 11.5± 0.8

RLGST 1220± 60 66.49± 0.25 32± 5

ORBIT 1100± 100 67.3± 0.4 28.0± 2.9

VI. FOM PROGRESSION DURING THE OPTIMIZATIONS

Fig. 4 shows the FoM progression during an optimization for the different analysis methods. The optimization
via QPT in Fig. 4 a) shows a clear minimization of the FoM. We observe a strong modulation of the FoM during
the beginning of a new super-iteration. In addition, the FoM converges very quickly and shows almost no variance
between different super-iterations.
For the optimization via G̃ in Fig. 4 b) we also see a clear minimization but the ratio between the final FoM and the
one of the initial guess is small compared to the other methods. Depending on the optimization run we can observe
a further decrease of the FoM through additional super-iterations.
For LGST in Fig. 4 c) we observe again strong variations of the FoM at the beginning of a super-iteration. The
improvement of the FoM is almost within the noise, due to the problems discussed in the main text. QuOCS is well
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FIG. 4. FoM progression. Exemplary FoM progression during an optimization via a) QPT, b) G̃, c) LGST, d) RLGST and
e) ORBIT. The abscissa shows the number of evaluations and the ordinate the absolute value of the corresponding FoM. The
grey lines mark the beginning of a new super-iteration.

equipped for such a task through the use of re-evaluation steps to correctly determine if the FoM truly improved or
not. This allows us to enhance the gate-set’s performance even for LGST.
For RLGST in Fig. 4 d) and ORBIT in Fig. 4 e) we observe a very clear minimization of the FoM from the initial
guess. The FoM seems to be well defined such that QuOCS can easily improve the pulse shape and converge within
the set boundaries. One can see a clear improvement of the FoM through the use of additional super-iterations. As
we limit ourselves to three super-iterations due to time-limitations, we cannot exclude that the gains reported in the
main text could be much higher for longer optimizations.
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